Migrate to Microsoft 365
Enhance Productivity + Collaboration
Help your business to grow and thrive with a single
integrated solution that brings together Office 365,
Windows 10 and Enterprise Mobility + Security (EM+S).

Start your business
transformation now.

Call us
HQ—+44 (0) 1364 654 200
EMEA—+44 (0) 1364 654 200

Email us
HQ—hello@cloudknowhow.com
EMEA—hello@cloudknowhow.eu

Visit our website
HQ—www.cloudknowhow.com
EMEA—www.cloudknowhow.eu

Main benefits
⏹⏹ Achieve more together – easily share
resources and connect with colleagues,
customers and vendors using familiar
Microsoft desktop applications online
⏹⏹ Access your work securely from anywhere.
Even if you don't have access to Wi-Fi
you can work offline and sync later
⏹⏹ Cater to a diverse workforce. Everyone
works differently, give the individuals in your
team the power and flexibility to work in a
way that is most productive for them
⏹⏹ Easy deployment and setup for employees
with Windows Autopilot deployment
⏹⏹ Single-sign-on service across all devices
and an admin centre that allows you to
manage all users from a single dashboard
⏹⏹ Stay secure with automatic updates,
meaning you’re always protected by the
latest versions of Office and Windows 10
⏹⏹ Management, control, security and reporting
features within EM+S will help you to keep track
of how you are securing your data, helping you to
meet GDPR requirements and minimise admin.

Why Cloud Know How?
When you buy Microsoft 365 from us you're getting
so much more than just Office 365 and Windows
10 – you're getting a seamless deployment, our
years of licensing expertise, technical support,
and access to training resources for your team.
We can even supply Microsoft Surfaces.
Let us help you break down the siloed way of
working that pervades so many work places and
create a vibrant atmosphere in your office, powered
by the ability to collaborate and work flexibly.
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